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PROCEEDINGS 

OF THE 

•CambrAfg. anUquarta" Oortetp; 
WITH 

COMMUNICATIONS MADE 10 THE SOCIETY,. 

• 	•. 16 October-27 November, 1911. 

Monday, 16 October, 1911, 

Mr W. B. REDFERN, President, in the Chair. 

The Report for the year 1910-11 was presented to the 
Society and passed. 

C. A. S. Comm. VOL. XVL 	• 	• 



eambtibgr: anti4ttartau octct, 

• 	 •. SEVENTY-FIRST 

• 	 REPORT 

PRESENTED TO THE SOCIETY: 

AT THE 

MEETING, 

OCTOBER: 16, 1911..: 

THE Society continues to progress steadily. Fifty-two new 
members have been elected during the year; twenty-seven 
resignations have been sent in and nine members lost to us 

• 	by death. 	 . 	 . 
On October 1, 1910,. the names on -the• Society's roll were 

439; the number now is 456 with 13 Honorary members. 
Twenty-one meetings of the Society were held at which the 

• 	average attendance has been 106. 

The following communications were made 
Atkinson, T. D, Some Consecration Crosses." 	Feb. 6, 1911. 

The Sign of the Cromwell Arms, Ely." 
Feb. 6, 1911. 

Barnes, Very Rev. Monsignor A. S., M.A., "Tombs of SS. Peter 
and Paul." 	 Oct. 31, 1910. 
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Brindley, R... - H., M.A., "Ship in window of Thaxted Church." 

- 	 Oct. 24, 1910. 
Cook.  A. B., M.A., "Birth of Athena and its significance." 

May 8, 1911. 
Duckworth, W. L. H., M.D., Sc.D., "Oland, a Swedish Island." 

Oct. 24, 1910. 
Duckworth, W. L. H., M.D., Sc.D., "Notes on the Cromer Forest 

Bed." 	 Feb. 6, 1911. 
Gaselee, S., M.A., " Cult of the four and twenty elders in Egypt." 

- 	 Oct. 24, 1910. 
Gray, A., M.A., "Late survival of a Celtic population in Eastern 

England." 	 Nov. 7 1  1910. 
Gray, A., M.A., "The Wandlebury Legend." 
Green, F. W., M.A., "Soudan, Ancient and Modern." 

• 	 Dec. 5, 1910. 
Haddon, A. C., Sc.D., F.R.S., "Art of Palaeolithic Man." 

Mar. 6, 1911. 
Harrison, Miss J. E., "Rain-making ceremony on a fragment of 

a Dipylon vase." 	 Feb. 13, 1911. 
Irving, Rev. Dr, "Sub-Fossil Horse Skeleton from Bishop's 

St.ortford." 	 April 24, 1911 
James, M. R., Litt.D., F.B.A., "'Hortus Deliciarum' of Herrade 

of Landsperg: a picture book of the early Middle Ages." 
- 	• 	 Nov. 21, 1910. 

Lennel, F., Docteur-ès-Lettres, "Calais, sons la domination 
anglaise." 	 Feb. 27, 1911. 

MacRichie, D., F.S.A.,." Arctic Europeans of the 17th Century 
and their relation to British Ethnology" 	Jan. 23, 1911. 

Palmer, W. M., M.D.,. "Cambridgeshire Doctors in the olden 
time." 	• 	• 	 • May 1, 1911. 

Petrie, Prof. W. M. Flinders, F.B.A., "Discoveries at Meydum 
and Memphis." 	 Oct. 17, 1910. 

Prior, E. S., M.A., F.S.A., "Mediaeval Figure-Sculpture of 
England:" 	 May 29, 1911. 

Ridgway, Prof. W., Sc.D., F.B.A., "On ancient Irish 'Dug-out' 
Canoe." 	 Nov. 14, 1911. 

Ridgeway, Prof W., Sc.D., F.B.A., "On a cist grave recently 
excavated in co. Wexford." 	 Nov. 14, 19110 

• 	 • 	 1-2 
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Stokes, Rev. Dr, "Cambridge Parish Workhouses." 
S 	 Jan. 30, 1911. 

Tremearne, Capt. E. S.' 	Head-Hunters.." 
Nov. 28, 1910. 

Walker, Rev. F. G.,, M.A., "Excavations at Bourn, Magdalene 
College and Trumpington." 	 Feb. 20, 1911. 

Yorke, Rev. A. C., "Pre-Saxon Farmsteads." 	May 22, 1911. 
The outstanding feature of the Society's undertakings 

during the past year was the Loan Exhibition of Stuart and 
Cromwellian relics which was opened in the Guildhall, Cam-
bridge, by the Lord Bishop of Bristol on May 15 and remained 
ppen until May 20. 5 

For some months during the early part of 1911 the work of 
preparation taxed the energies of the Council and of. the two 
executive officers of the Exhibition, Mr W. B. Redfern and the 
Secretary, the Rev. F. G. Walker. 

An exceedingly valuable and wonderful collection was 
entrusted to the Council's care by the owners of the loans. 

It is worthy of note that some nine hundred, articles were 
received and returned without any loss or injury whatever 
beyond the breakage of three small panes of glass which was 
due to rough handling in transit. 

Nearly 3000 persons visited the Exhibition, but owing to 
many people not realising until too late that the Exhibition 
was open during only One week it was not the financial success 
it deserved to be. 

S 

The balance-sheet appended -shows a deficit of £62. £46 
of this is covered by a guarantee fund which was raised before 
any 'liabilities were' incurred. S  

The Council takes this opportunity of again thanking very 
heartily'the owners of the various loans for their kindness in 
lending such priceless relics. 

The authorities of St John's College have been good enough 
to authorise the, Secretary to be responsible for any remains 
of past ages' found' upon' the College property when ground' is 
broken for building and other purposes on the understanding 
that the articles 'found should remain at the .disposal of the 
college and 'that a proper report be made from time to time. 
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During the summer several skeletons of the Romano-British 
type. together. with a few bronze buckles, &c., have been 
unearthed close to the spot where the old Roman road crosses 
the Grange Road. One skeleton was discovered with itsskull, 
which was quite perfect, resting against a Roman vase, and 
having several Roman articles beside it. 

It is much to be wished that other Colleges could see their 
way towards treating the Society with similar confidence in 
order that the record' of the past life of Cambridge may be 
duly preserved. 

During August the Secretary assisted for a time by 
Dr Duckworth,, discovered and excavated seven Roman pottery 
kilns at llorningsea. Two of these have been carefully removed 
to the Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology. 

Strange to say the only coin found is a small silver. British 
one of the reign of Bodüoc. 

During September the Secretary excavated another skele-
ton—the eighth—from the pre-Roman cemetery.near the War 
Ditches on Cherry Hinton Hill. It is that of a young woman 
about twenty yeas of age. In the left-hand had been placed 
a hen's egg.for the purpose, according to an ancient custom, of 
providing sustenance during the journey from this life to the 
next. The broken egg-shell was found and is preserved. 

The Excavation fund is well worthy the attention, of 
members. Many most interesting sites close to 'Cambridge 
need investigating, the only hindranôe being want of sufficient 
money. 

The first block of the new Museum of Archaeology and 
Ethnology is rapidly approaching' completion, but it is plainly 
evident the present lamentable congestion of exhibits in the 
old Museum will perforce continue in the new one until 'the 
other two blocks are, finished. It is earnestly hoped that the 
funds needful for completing the Museum will be' speedily 
forthcoming. 

The publications this year have been five in number: 
The three terminal parts of the fifteenth volume of Pro-

ceedings containing the Transactions and Communications for 
the Session 1910-11; the List of Members, Rules and Report &c. 
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for 1911; ihe'Catalo*ue of the Loan Exhibition of Stuart and 
Cromwell Relics whièh was held in the Cambridge Guildhall 
May 15-20, 1911: 

Through the generosity of Mr Alfred Paget Humphry, the 
Society is able to publish in Octavo form the Rev. Dr. Stokes's 
paper on the Esquire Bedells of the University. This is now in 
the  Press: the Council tenders its hearty thanks to Mr Humphry. 

Five excursions were arranged during the past year. 
On November 10, 1910, 80 members visited Jesus College 

where Mr Arthur Gray, before conducting the party round the 
College and its interesting Chapel, gave a lecture in the Hall 
on the history of the buildings. Afterwards the members were 
kindly, entertained to tea by the Master and Fellows... 

On December 8, 1910, a visit was paid by 48 members to 
the churches of St Benet, St Botoiph and St Edward. 

Mr T. D. Atkinson pointed out the interesting architectural 
features in the three buildings, and the Incumbents, the. 
Rev. W. Greenwood, the Rev. A. W. Goodman, and the Rev. 
Canon Thornton, kindly related the history and showed the 
plate and registers of the churches. . 

An excursion to Swston Hall was arranged to take place. 
on March 23, 1911, but owing to a sudden bereavement in the 
family of MrHuldleston the visit was postponed. 

On June 29, 1911' 35 members took part in an excursion to 
Huntingdon, where after visiting Hinchinbrooke, the register 
of Oliver Cromwell's Birth and Baptism in All Saint's Church 
was inspected. A .visit was also made to. the Norman Hospital 
of St John, which has been part of the Grammar School for 
more than three centuries, where the Protector received his 
early, education. After tea at the George Inn the party walked 
to Godmanchester, noticing, on the way, the house where 
the poet Cowper lived with the Unwins, the Castle 'Hills 
and the fine thirteenth century bridge over the Ouse. 
The Rev. Canon Sloman, R.D., pointed out, the, interesting 
features of Godmanchester Church and its registers. In the 
Court Hall the original charter granted to the to.wn. by King 
John and many early documents of Plantagenet times 'were 
inspected. . 
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On July 29, 1911, 34 members took part in an expedition 
• by motor-car to the four great Fen monastic buildings, 
Peterborough Cathedral, Crowland, Thorney and Ramsey Abbeys. 
On the way the party &ossed the O.use by the old stone bridge 
at St Ives with

' 
 . the remains, of the mediaeval chapel upon it, 

and, on the return journey the' passage of the same river was 
made by means of the"feiry at 'Over. 

The balance sheet, showing the Society's financial position 
to .De6ember 31, 191.0 is published with' this report., 

The' Secretary attended'the Congress of Archaeological 
Societies held at Burlington House, W.,. on July 5. An account 
of the Proceedings il1be circulated. 

The 	of. t a p he Society re resented to Mr 'Elliot Stock 
for t-hd gift of "The' Antiquary."  

The following changes on the Council haVe taken' place 

	

during the year.' • 	. ' 	.' . 	.. 	' 	' 	. 
"Mr W. R. Redfern has been elected Président in succession 

to the Rev. Dr Stokes, who retires according to Rule 'XII. 
Mr H. M. Chadwick and Mr R. Bowes have resigned their  seats 
upon th,e 'Council their ,'1'aces being taken by Dr. C. S. Myers 
-and :Mr S. Gaseie'.:  
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APPENDIX I. 

EXCAVATION FUND APPEAL. 

The Council, after due consideration of the matter, believe 
the best interests of the Cambridge Antiquariaii Society will 
be served by conducting each year some excavations upon the 
many relics of bygone ages to be found in the County. 

It has, therefore, determined to appeal to members, and to 
others interested in original research, for support in raising a 
fund for carrying out this most valuable work. 

It is impossible to meet the cost of such investigations out 
of current income, since, the scope of the Society's undertakings 
is widening, causing thereby greater demands upon its ordinary 
resources. 

During the' past two years over 100 members have been 
added to the Society's roll, a goodly proportion of whom have 
joined in consequence of the interest aroused by the recent ex-
cavations at Barton, Lord's Bridge, Cherryhinton and elsewhere. 

This fact shows that the Society, as well as archeological 
research, will benefit by the adoption of this course of action. 

It is scarcely necessary to point out the value of excavations 
in elucidating the past history of the County. 

The' exploration of the various tumuli scattered over New-
market Heath, and elsewhere within our borders, will help to 
fix the boundaries of the ancient peoples who inhabited this 
part of East Anglia, and to mark the limits reached by earlier 
invasions, before the Roman conquest ended those incursions 
for some 200 or 300 years. 

The War Ditches near Cherryhinton have been explored 
only partially; at least two-thirds of the circle of the camp 
remains untouched, as well as the cemetery belonging to this 
pre-Roman settlement. Rich finds ought to be the reward of 
patient -investigation on this site. 
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The ford way at Hauxon Mill of the ancient road, which 
ran from the Ermine Street near Old North Road Station, 
along the ridge of Chapel Hill, through Hauxton to Red Cross, 
should yield to the careful digger many objects of the Celtic, 
Roman, and Saxon ages. 

Two tumuli, and what appears to be an early fortification 
near Fen Drayton, await the explorer's hands. 

Caxton Moats, -with ditches 60 feet wide, are an unexplained 
puzzle to antiquaries. 

The curious earthmarks at the field called 'Bullocks Haste' 
near Cottenham, undisturbed grassland since Roman times, and 
other sites near by, deserve more attention than they have 
hitherto received, for this is a most important centre for study• 
of the Roman occupation. 

For the investigation of these, and many other such places, 
and for excavation work on localities, which though undiscovered 
as yet, become known as year by year goes by, funds are im-
peratively needed. 

The Cambridge Antiquarian Society, holding such a position 
as it does, and numbering now more than 480 members, ought 
to spend at least £100 each year on original research. 

In order to do this a sum of money should be raised, the - 
interest arising from it to be spent yearly. • 	The Council makes this appeal in the confident hope that 
a generous response on the part of its members and others will 
enable it to do its share in solving the many archaological 
problems remaining in Cambridgeshire. • 
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APPENDIX IL 

• 	PURCHASES BY THE CURATOR OF THE MUSETJM OF. 
ARCHAEOLOGY AND ETHNOLOGY WITH GRANTS 
FROM THE COUNCIL. 

PREHISTORIC. 

STONE. 
CELTS: 

Three roughly chipped with sharp sides. Undley, S., and Bodney, N.* 
One tounge-shaped, partially ground. Lakenheáth, S. 
One ground with flattened ends. Newmarket, 1909. 
One polished, of mottled-green jadite, elongate oval with sharp sides and 

pointed butt (6"1 x 2"4). Cambridge, 1908. 
-, 	Oneground of green stone, exceptionally large, of oval outline with boldly 

convex faces, sharp sides and conical butt-end (10"-7 x 5"3). Newport-. 
Pagnell, Bucks., 1910. 

ADE: 

•Three small, triangular, with sharp sides. Lynford and Cranwich, N. 

CHISELS: 	 •• 

Six chipped. Eriswell, Mildenhall, S., Bodney, Lynford, Weeting and 
West Tofts, N. 

PERFORATED HAMMER: 	 • 

One celtshaped, with large central cup-shaped perforation, and truncated 
butt (5"3 x3".l). Ixworth, .5. 

KNIVES, ETC.: 	 • 	 • 

One leaf-shaped. Lakenheath, S. One oval. Eriswell, S. One oblong; 
Stanford, N. 	 • 

Seven trimmed flakes, including some finely chipped examples; one bears a 
serrated edge. Mildenhall, S., and Cranwich, N. 

BORERS: 	• 	• 	 • 

Seven of various forms. Eriswell, Lakenheath, S., Bodney, Cranwich, 
Lynford, Weeting, N. 

• A large oval implement (?for dressing skins), boldly chipped, with flat faces 
and a bevelled cutting edge (11"4). Lakenheath, S. 

* The letters C., N., and S., printed after the names of places, indicate the 
• 	counties of Cambridgeshire, Norfolk, and Suffolk. - 
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ARROW-HEADS: 

Eighteen barbed and tanged, including some very finely chipped examples. 
Suffolk and Norfolk. 	- 

Three single-barbed. Lakenheath, Mildenhall, S., and Kenny Hill, S. 
Two triangular. Lakenheath and Mildenhall, S. One chisel-ended. 

Cranwich, N. 
Five leaf-shaped with pointed or rounded base. Bury St Edmunds, Elvedon, 

Eriswell, Undley, S., and Weeting, N. 	 - 
Three Oval. Undley, S. 
One lozenge-shaped. Erisweil, S. 

JAVELIN-HEADS: 

Three tanged and barbed, viz.: one broad triangular with uneven barbs, 
Worlington; one very broad with square tang and barbs, Tuddenham, N. 
and one slimmer with large tang and barbs, West Wretham, N. 

One triangular, straight-sided. Tuddenham, N. 
One leaf-shaped. Santan Downham. 
One oval with pointed base, and two roughly chipped. Tuddenham and 

Weeting, N. 

BRONZE. 
SHIELD, ETC.: 

A shield (diameter 24"4) decorated with concentric rings of close set 
knobs, divided by plain fillets, three of which form a marginal band, the-
strap-handle formed of a bronze plate with folded-inedges is fastened to 

• the shield with a pair of conical-headed rivets, one on either side of the - 
boss (diameter 4"6); found with a socketed bronze spear-head with 
elongate leaf-shaped blade, the bases of the wings forming lozenge-shaped 
lugs at Chatteris, Cambs., 1870. 

SPEAR-HEADS: 

Two leaf-shaped with wide.. sockets, and prominent mid-ribs; one broad 
(8"9) and one elongate with fluted wings. Lakenheath, S., 1899. 

One small leaf-shaped keeled down the socket which bears a pair of flat 
loops (3"-5 x 0"6). Ixworth, S. 	 • 

CELTS: 

Six socketed single looped, square-sided; two decorated on both faces, one 
(4"0 x 1"-7) with three stout vertical ribs, the other with five slim vertical 
rays the outermost pair running along the shoulders; one short, decorated 
on both faces with three widely spaced vertical rays (2"4 x 1"-8).; :,and 

• three plain, one having bevelled faces (3"3 x 2"5) Lakenleath,: S. 

• 	• 	BONE. 	• 
AWLS: 

One finely finished with rounded curved shank and flattened head with an - 
oval eye. Found with a skeleton at Stoke Ferry Fen, N., 1910. 

One roughly fashioned (?date) Brandon. 	 • 
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ROMAN. 

A tanged iron knife (2"-8 x O"9), and two small cylindrical handles carved 
in bone; and a ring-thimble of bronze. Cavenham, S., 1908. 

• 	 A stout penannular bronze finger ring with incurved scroll ends. 
• 	 Lakenheath, S. 

An iron pendant (1"5 x 0"5) shaped like a date-fruit with ridged sides and 
perforated flattened top (?a weight); and a triangular buckle with cusped 
chape cut from a bronze plate. Wangford, S. 

A small key fashioned from a thin bronze late with oval drilled head, flat 
shank and plain nicked fan (1"6). Ixworth, S. 

A spade-shaped latch key, with oval flat bow (3"6) (?Roman). lxworth, S. 

MEDIAEVAL AND LATER. 

A penannular brooch (brass), with flattened pin of brass (1"4). Ixworth, S. 

BUCKLES: 
Six single of brass: four plain, Ixworth; one ornate oval, Lakenheath, S.; 

one peakedoval, Wangford, S. 
Twelve double of brass: six plain, Ixworth, S.; two plain, Lakenheath, S.; 

three large ornate, Lakenheath and Wangford, S. one ornate, 
Cambridge. 

Six shoe buckles: two large and four smaller. Ixworth, S. 
Two strap slides of brass: one, Ixworth, S.; and one, Eriswell, S. 
Two ornate bronze clasps: one lozenge- shaped; and one oblong. Ixworth, S. 
A bronze cloak-fastener of openwork pattern with trilobed base. Ixworth, S. 
A large ornate hook-fastener with eyelets, of bronze wire. Ixworth, S. 
Six ornate metal buttons with incised moulded pattern, 17th and 18th 

century. Croydon, 0. • 
An ornate rosette with- spiral decoration, part of a 16th century horse-bit 

(8"2 x 5"0). Ixworth, S. 
A pair of (cavalier's) iron spurs, with engraved shank and yoke, 17th 

century. Ixworth, S. 
Two cheek pieces, of a pair iron horse bits, 17th century. Bury 

St Edmunds. 
A horse-shoe pick and scraper of iron. Roughan, S. 
Two sword scabbard-scapes of bronze, one of triangular form with marginal 

bands; and one shield-shaped. Ixworth, S. 
Two 15th century purse swivels: one larger with oblong loop; and one, 

• 	 smaller, in which a second swivel bar takes • the place of the loop. 
Ixworth, S. 

A massive hook of bronze (for a key.ring), the upper, - end forming an oblong 
loop, for belt, the other, a crook moulded in the form of a griffin's head 
(3"4 x 1"4). • Ixworth, S. 
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A stirrup-shaped ornate steel key-ring, with swivel belt-hook, 17th century.. 
Mildenhall, S. 	 . 

Five keys of iron, of various patterns, 14th-16th century. Ixworth, S. 
An ornate iron book-clasp and a smaller plainer example. •Ixworth, S. 
•A small bronze casting of a mounted knight holding a shield (1 1'4 x 1"3), 

?decoration off a book-cover, 14th centufy. Ixworth, S. 
Three seals of brass: one looped, engraved with figures of the Blessed 

Virgin and Child, 15th century; one bell-shaped (much corroded); and 
one, with oval ring, bearing the figure of a galloping stag. Ixworth, S. 

A circular bronze plaque with opn work design shewing King David with 
harp. Ixworth, S. 	 . 	 . . 	. 

A 16th century pipe-stopper in form of a man standing .on a chamfered 
column (2"5). Ixworth, S. 

A small bronze taper-stand: halberd-shaped with bow-sbaped bar and 
tanged base. Bury St Edmunds. 

A pair of double brass candle sconces, 17th century (15"0 x 14"5). From 
the old pulpit in the church at Exning. 

A large looped strike-a-light of steel. Ixworth, S. 
A pair of plain iron ember tongs (8"7), 18th century. 
A hinged wooden kettle-holder in form of a reed Cambridge. 
A 11th century pommel-shaped handle of a beer tap, turned in'ivory with 

festooned design in copper studs.. Cambridge. 	 . 
A glazed black jug, 17th century. Chatteris., C. 
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NEW MEMBERS ELECTED 1910—I1. 

1910. 	Oct. 10. Mrs Evelyn Borrer. 

Oct. 24. John Eaton Blackwall, B.A. 
John Christopher Coy. 
Edward Gurner Gallop, M.A. 
Rev. Arthur Worthington Goodman, M.A. 
Henry Goodman. 
George Plume Hawkins. 
John Neville Keynes, Sc.D. 
John Edward Marr, Sc.D., F.R.S. 
Rev. Canon Arthur James Mason, D.D. 
Rev. Edward Symonds, M.A. 
William Willis Walker, M.A. 
Alfred Rayney Wailer, M.A. 
Mrs Irene Wardale. 
Charles Horace Wilkinson. 
Rev. Thomas Cuthbert Leighton Williams, M.A. 

Nov. 7. William Longley Beale. 
Rev. Canon George Crewdson, M.A. 
Augustine Henry, M.A. 
Miss Margaret Theodora Meyer. 
Miss Kathleen Stephen. 

Nov. 21. Arthur George Almond. 
Henry Miles Finch, M.A., LL.M. 

• Augustine Henry Johnson, M.A. 

Dec. 5. Edward John Gross, M.A. 
• Rev. Edward Yarde Orlebar, M.A. 

Francis Kruger Richardson. 
Mrs Florence Waldstein. 

1911. 	Jan. 23. Mrs Jane Frances Griffith..  
James Hopwood Jeans, M.A. 	• 

• 	 • Miss Fanny Johnson. 
• 	 : Rev. Marcus Steinman Kemmis, M.A. 

Rev. Thomas Alfred Walker, LL.D. 	• 	 • 
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1911. 	Feb. 6. Mrs Julie Henriette Françoise Haslam. 
Robert Egerton Helme. 

Feb. 20. Charles Armstrong. 
John Willoughby Layard. 

- Geoffrey Summers. 	 . 

I{ar. 6. Mrs. Ada Vinter. 	. 

April 24, Mrs Janet Louise Edwards. 	. 	 . 

May 8. John. Gaston Leathem, MA. 
Adrian Wilfred James Souper, B.A. 

ASSOCIATE. MEMBERS 1910-11. 

1910. 	Oct. 24. Mrs Ada Hannah Goodman. 
Mrs Flrence Remington Goodman. 
Miss Dorothea Swan. 

Nov. 7. Mrs Agnes Sophia Johns. 

1911. 	Jan. 23. Mrs Chaildtte Jeans.'  
Thomas Renton. 	

- 

Feb. 6. Mrs Constance Bertha. Gross. 
Mrs Muriel Knyvett Streane. 
Mrs Emily. Mary Waller. 

April 24. Desmond Cleve" Parsons. 
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